Please visit our website at:
OldFriendsFarm.com
Email Missy at:
grow@oldfriendsfarm.com

Contact: Missy Bahret
413-253-9182

Old Friends Farm

P.O. Box 904
Amherst, MA 01004

2017 SPECIAL EVENTS

BOUQUETS
- all bouquets are hand tied with ribbon Bride’s Bouquet $85 and up
Attendant’s Bouquet $70 and up
Mother’s Bouquet $35
Child’s Bouquet $15
(“and up” rarely occurs but is included on our
pricelist if our client requests a flower that needs
to be purchased/shipped from far away. It is
our preference to use flowers from our farm,
other local farms and regional distribution)

DIY BULK FLOWERS
- Have an arranging party or hire a designer! We prioritize using flowers from our farm
or other local farms.

Bulk flowers are sold by the bucket only. If you
are interested in less than $100 order or
By-The-Stem selection, please come to our
Farmers’ Market stand.

WEARABLES
Boutonnière $15
Child’s Boutonnière $13
Corsage (pin on) $18
Corsage (wrist style) $25
Child’s Corsage (pin on) $15
Child’s Corsage (wrist style) $22
Flower Garland for Hair $35
Child’s Hair Garland $25

Seasonal Selection $65/bucket
Each bucket contains a gorgeous selection of
flowers, foliage, fillers and accents gathered
especially for your event.

AND MORE...
Tossing Petals $18/bag
Please inquire about other unique items.

Email to check availability and for help figuring
how much to order. Generally, one bucket
makes about 7 full arrangements, but check with
Missy when you know your vase shape &
amounts. Estimated availability list and order
form are on our website. Please note: Each
season is different, but we strive for selection
and quality. People LOVE our flowers!

DELIVERY
Local Delivery is nearly always available.
Charges are calculated as Round Trip from the
farm with minimum 20 minutes unloading time.
Delivery $0.75/mile
Set-up & Driving Time $40/hr

Specified Preference $75/bucket
If you have a specific color pallet, type of
flowers, or any other preference as to what is
included in your bulk bucket,
this is the choice for you.

ADORNING YOUR EVENT
We look forward to growing and selecting flowers to accent your wedding day or special
event. Our flowers are special to us, and sharing their beauty with you adds to the
glory of growing them. Please view our website to learn more about the flowers we grow,
our farm philosophy, to see photos of previous special event decor, and read
testimonials about our flowers.
The order form for special event flowers is located on the Events link.
All Old Friends Farm arrangements are made with a creative seasonal approach.
Color preference and flower likes and dislikes are regarded, but we will not do carbon
copies of magazine images. Each arrangement is its own art form. We do not offer fullservice wedding flower consulting. We are the best fit for people who can trust the
fantastic testimonials of our clients, find beauty in the natural world and where creativity
meets seasonality, and those who trust the integrity of our farm to provide flowers for
their event.
Please note: During our growing season, we arrange primarily with seasonal flowers from
our Certified Organic farm. For orders that are outside of our growing season, or for
additional flowers we do not grow, we purchase from other local growers and a floral
wholesaler, which may mean they are not Organically grown. Fortunately, due to a
growing demand for alternatively grown flowers, there often are more options, and we
try our best to purchase from those farms.
A $100 non-refundable deposit is needed to save the date. This $100 is applied to your
payment. Your total (less your deposit) is due one month following your event date.
After 30 days, interest is charged on any late payments.
Please contact us before sending a deposit so we can assure that your date is available.

EXCEPTIONALLY BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
FOR EXTRA SPECIAL EVENTS!

